
Wings of Fire Rules

Skills and Classes
• Players use DEX + INT (Tech rolls) for all in-game rolls related to their WoF character.  

Other rolls (taunting the other team, AWA to spot something on the screen, etc.) use 
their regular stats and any appropriate skills, as normal.

• All “classes” in the game grant a skill at 40 at their job (see below).  Characters who 
have an appropriate skill greater than 40 can use their own skill instead (called “hardcore
mode”)

Crew and AI Bots
• Standard ships are crewed by 4 players, with any shortages made up by AI bots

• AI bots have 50 mights in their given class, and use the 'default action' each round 
unless specifically directed to do otherwise by players on the crew

Ships and Damage
• All ships have END 50 and use the DEX and INT of their pilots for maneuvers (with INT 

serving as STR for combat rolls like attacking, blocking or parrying)

• Damage to a ship damages the crew, who have a shared LIF of 100.  When crew LIF 
reaches zero, the ship is eliminated (and may respawn, depending on the scenario)

• To represent damage to the vessel itself, damage taken also incurs a PP/7 penalty to the
ship for all piloting tests, cumulative for the total damage taken (a ship whose crew has 
taken 35 damage is at a -5 to all piloting tests)

• Engineers can remove the piloting penalty from damage but cannot remove the damage 
itself.  Medics can remove the damage but can't remove the ship penalty.

• Shields work like armor, granting a constant AV.  Medics improving shields add additional
AV at PP/7, as normal

Classes and Skills
• Pilot – handles maneuvering and attacking

◦ Skill aspects: damage, avoid, bolster
◦ Example uses: fire weapons (attack), evade fire (dodge), intercept fire (block/parry), 

line up shot (bolster)
◦ Default action: fire weapons

• Engineer – handles ship repair and improvements (all systems)
◦ Skill aspects: bolster, repair, change nature
◦ Example uses: improve weapons (bolster), improve engines (bolster), repair ship 

(repair), eject engines as salvo (change nature)
◦ Default action: repair ship

• Signaler – handles sensor readings, computer intrusion
◦ Skill aspects: discover, bypass, weaken



◦ Example uses: find enemy (discover), cloak vessel (bypass), hack enemy ship 
(bypass), disrupt controls (weaken)

◦ Default action: find enemy

• Medic – handles crew healing, medical augmentation and shields

◦ Skill aspects: bolster, repair, avoid

◦ Example uses: heal crew (repair), augment pilot (bolster), augment engineer 
(bolster), improve shields (avoid)

◦ Default action: heal crew

Win Conditions / Rules Restrictions

Deathmatch

• Crews fight until only one is above zero LIF

• Scoring is based on order of elimination (the last one eliminated is the winner, the 
second to last is in second place, etc.)

Escort

• Protect a defenseless ship for three rounds, or take out a defended ship in three rounds

◦ Ward Ship stats: LIF 30, DEX 50, END 50

• Sides are randomly determined at match start - each time is assigned to either assault or 
defense

• If the ward ship is still alive at the end of the third round, the defense team wins. Otherwise, 
the assault team wins

• The defense team does not have to survive in order to win the scenario, just the ward ship

• Defense Medics gain access to heal crew and improve shields on the Ward Ship

• The ward ship is otherwise crewed by AI, and makes no piloting checks (dodge, etc.), it just 
plows straight ahead to its destination at a fixed speed



Prime Turf

• Prime turf areas are added to the map which award points and increase incoming damage

◦ Big Turf - 25 points per round, all incoming damage @ 300% (triple)

◦ Small Turf - 10 points per round, all incoming damage @ 200% (double)

• AV is applied once, after the damage magnifier has been calculated (so damage is 
multiplied but AV is not)

• The first team to a set point total (default 100) wins the match

• Ties trigger sudden death which continues until either one ship pulls ahead in points or only 
one ship remains.  Respawn is disabled during sudden death.

• To score points, you must begin and end the round inside a given turf zone, meaning all 
damage received that round is subject to the rules of that turf

• Leaving a prime turf happens immediately, even if you are engaged in combat that same 
turn (you also don't score points for starting the round in that turf)

• When respawn is enabled, a destroyed ship takes 1 round to respawn

• A typical prime turf map has one Big Turf and two Small Turf areas, but more can be added 
to accommodate large groups of players.  There will always be a minimum of one Big Turf 
and one Small Turf on any given map.

• Other win conditions (like whether respawn is enabled or how many points to play to) can be
set on a match-by-match basis, and are announced before the game begins in case players 
wish to bow out as a result of the settings chosen

Sample Arenas

1. Forest (Signalers -20 to detect opponents, Pilots +20 to evasive maneuvers)

2. Asteroid Field (As forest)

3. Mountains (Pilots -20 to evasive maneuvers, Signalers +20 to detect opponents)

4. Urban (As mountains)

5. Moon (No bonuses nor penalties)

6. Desert (As moon)


